Erin Nokes  
California

Who’s In Your Family?  
Jeff, Erin, Amelia & Casey

What do you want people to know about your family?  
We are a busy family from the Bay Area in Northern California. Jeff works in Tech in Silicon Valley, Erin works as an educational audiologist, Amelia (w/CHARGE) is a High School student in our county’s D/HH program, and our son Casey is in Middle School. Amelia enjoys math, birds and art (see painting below) and Casey loves all things aviation and is a Boy Scout.

Why do you Volunteer with the Foundation?  
We have benefited greatly from attending conferences and meeting families and professionals through the Foundation. We would like to help to support individuals with CHARGE and their families advocate for better understanding and awareness from medical and educational professionals.

What activities do you like to do?  
We love to travel, snow-ski, and spend time together as a family watching movies (all Star Wars fans), playing games (Clue and Apples to Apples are current favorites). We love music; Amelia plays clarinet, Casey plays drums and alto sax and Jeff plays the drums.